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EDITORIAL
In a recent letter to the Lancet (November 28,

1959, p. 968) Dr. F. Avery Jones draws attention to
the fact that, though the more efficient use of hos-
pital beds had produced the same effect as building
I40 new hospitals of 8oo beds in the first io years
of the National Health Service, the limit has now
been reached for increase in efficiency without
improvement in buildings. He considers that at
least £50 million a year will need to be spent on
hospital building ' to make an appreciable impact
on British hospitals if even half of them are to be
brought up to date within the next io years'.

In their excellent Report on Hospital Building
(Brit. med. J., April 4, I959, Supp., p. I09) Mr.
Lawrence Abel and Mr. Walpole Lewin pointed
out that two-thirds of the hospitals taken over by
the N.H.S. in I948 had been originally erected
before i89I and 2I per cent. before i86i. Before
the war some £io million per year were spent on
new hospitals and major extensions. In the years
I948-53 the corresponding expenditure was £9
million per year. The writers of the Report
conclude that it is essential that the Government
should decide to spend £750 million in the next
io years on hospital building.
The Minister of Health has now announced in

the House of Commons (Lancet, November 2i,
I959, p. 918) that £3' million will be spent in
I96I-62 on capital development in England and
Wales, compared with £25i million for I960-6I.
This tardy recognition of the need is welcome, but

theJprofession7must press for more to be spent in
subsequent years. This country has emerged so
recently from a long period of restrictions,
shortages, rationing and tight-fisted controls into a
stage of reasonable plenty that it is difficult to
realize that the economic climate is now quite dif-
ferent from what it was a few years ago: habits of
thought formed painfully during 20 years cannot
be shrugged off overnight. Only a few weeks ago
the economic correspondent of the Observer
remarked that we have got to get used to the new
idea of being rich.
As Dr. Avery Jones says in his letter, hospitals

have surelyjustified their claim to more rebuilding:
' The hospital architectural world is bubbling
over with new ideas and, indeed, Great Britain
leads the world in this field in spite of the fact that
hardly any new hospitals have been completed
since the war '.

It is our belief that the interest in this subject
is deep and widespread, and it is planned to
publish several articles in the coming year de-
scribing new hospitals. The first will deal with the
Princess Margaret Hospital, Swindon, part of
-which is being opened for accident and orthopaedic
cases before the end of I959. This hospital
incorporates many of the new ideas of the last 20
years, and the thoroughness of the planning and
the striking originality of the design have aroused
widespread interest. Hospital architects may now
be coming into their own at last.
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